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An Old-Fashioned Problem: Cundurango won't help

He had gonorrhoea
of the go(æ)norhynchus
(oh, isospondyli):
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1984 Update

Really great lies are expensive

The children of business oriented parents deeply resent not getting a shot at the crazed, Higher consumerism beyond the low, sex enturded car blow—there must be face surgery & tooth overhaul (though short legs remain the biggest problem in the overruling of nature's judgment.
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Evaporation as a career

She should have a black hat glued to her head
She already has a Ricky Lee Jones tape stuck in her cassette.
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Linoleum tatoos
4 February, 1985

Too Latent for Fascism

Japanese matches are the safest matches in the world they don't strike.
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Motto of the 80ies

Anything you can push, pull, or tow in.
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Wednesday 13 Feb.,'85 Linoleum Tatoos
INFOLIO WELCOMES MR. DORN AND HIS FAMILY TO LONDON THIS MORNING, AND TRUSTS THAT HE HAS BROUGHT A LARGE ENOUGH NOTE-BOOK.